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Abstract: Data exfiltration of Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) is a critical concern for high-value entities such as
governments, large enterprises, and critical infrastructures, as attackers deploy increasingly sophisticated and
stealthy tactics. Although extensive research has focused on methods to detect and halt APTs at the onset
of an attack (e.g., examining data exfiltration over Domain Name System tunnels), there has been a lack of
attention towards detecting sensitive data exfiltration once an APT has gained a foothold in the victim system.
To address this gap, this paper analyzes data exfiltration detection from two new perspectives: exfiltration
over a command-and-control channel and limitations on exfiltration transfer size, assuming that APT attackers
have established a presence in the victim system. We introduce two detection mechanisms (Transfer Life-
time Volatility & Transfer Speed Volatility) and propose an ensemble deep learning tree model, EDeepXGB,
based on eXtreme Gradient Boosting, to analyze data exfiltration from these perspectives. By comparing
our approach with eight deep learning models (including four deep neural networks and four convolutional
neural networks) and four traditional machine learning models (Naive Bayes, Quadratic Discriminant Analy-
sis, Random Forest, and AdaBoost), our approach demonstrates competitive performance on the latest public
real-world dataset (Unraveled−2023), with Precision of 91.89%, Recall of 93.19%, and F1-Score of 92.49%.

1 INTRODUCTION

Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are able to es-
tablish a long-term presence in a target system that
allows them to gather as much data as they can while
remaining undetected by using sophisticated tools and
zero-day vulnerabilities (Charan et al., 2021).

All APTs have a basic procedure during the at-
tack, generally referred to as the life cycle, which
is shown in Figure 1. In order to facilitate the data
exfiltration stage, the attacker must maintain active
communications with the victim system through the
command and control (C2) channel, a communica-
tion channel through which the attacker receives ex-
filtrated data and sends commands (Edgar and Manz,
2017). The target information will be detected, re-
trieved, and transferred to attackers through C2 chan-
nels. This is the ultimate goal of APT attackers and is
the last line of defense in the information defense war.
Therefore, it is significant to focus on data exfiltration

detection in APT attacks. (Irshad et al., 2021; King
et al., 2021).

During the process of data exfiltration, attackers
will gather and transform target data through out-
bound traffic. Therefore, data exfiltration is not com-
pletely invisible. For all APT attacks, it is a crucial
step for attackers to establish C2 channels in order to
send commands to the victim system and receive the
exfiltrated data from the victim network (King et al.,
2021).

Reconnaissance Initial 
Compromise

Establish 
Foothold

Data 
Exfiltration

Figure 1: APT typical main stages.

There are plenty of works concentrating on how to
identify and stop attackers the moment they enter the
system and begin attacking (Stojanović et al., 2020;
Chen et al., 2014; Alminshid and Omar, 2020). And
the incorporation of machine learning has resulted
in an even greater rate of attack detection accuracy
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(Ghafir et al., 2018; Mamun and Shi, 2021; Lal et al.,
2022; Abdullayeva, 2021). Meanwhile, some works
have noticed the importance of detecting data exfil-
tration based on Domain Name System (DNS) (Lal
et al., 2022; Mengqi et al., 2022; Alenezi and Lud-
wig, 2021; Zebin et al., 2022). However, the topic
of how to secure sensitive data in an APT attack after
the APT attacker has established a foothold on victim
systems has received relatively little attention.

This void inspired us to investigate the following
two questions: Q1. How to detect data exfiltration of
APT attacks within normal traffic? Q2. How to detect
sensitive data exfiltration of APT attacks if the leaked
information is split into extremely small chunk sizes
in different victim systems?

To answer the two questions above, we are facing
the following two challenges in this paper:
Challenge 1: To identify the malicious sensitive data
transfer while conventional Internet traffic is occur-
ring. In order to prevent being detected, data exfiltra-
tion traffic will mimic legitimate user traffic as closely
as possible. Hence, it is a main challenge to identify
data exfiltration in the network output stream of APT
attacks versus general Internet traffic activity.
Challenge 2: To detect APT attacks if the exposed
information is transferred under small sizes (e.g., 1
MB) from the servers of several victims. The diffi-
culty is that the features of the exfiltrated data trans-
fer can easily be masked by legitimate file transfers
of normal users to avoid detection by traffic monitors,
since the larger the exfiltrated data transfer size, the
more likely it is to trigger a monitor alert.

Hence, in this paper, assuming the APT attacker
has established a foothold in the victim system suc-
cessfully, by analyzing the Internet traffic, our main
purpose is to detect data exfiltration of APT from the
following two perspectives using an ensemble deep
learning tree based on eXtreme Gradient Boosting
(EDeepXGB):

• Exfiltration over C2 channel

• Exfiltration transfer size limitation

Contributions
Our main contributions in this paper can be listed

as follows:

• Assuming APT attackers has established a
foothold in the victim system, we first focus at-
tention on the data exfiltration detection from the
perspective of exfiltration over APT C2 channels
and exfiltrated data size transfer limitation.

• In order to detect data exfiltration of APT attack,
we summarized the Transfer Lifetime Volatility
(PT L) and the Transfer Speed Volatility (PT S) as

detection mechanisms from the perspective of Ex-
filtration over C2 Channel and Exfiltration Trans-
fer Size Limitation.

• A ensemble deep learning tree based on eXtreme
Gradient Boosting (XGB), called EDeepXGB, is
implemented. Like the existing ConvXGB sys-
tem (Thongsuwan et al., 2021), we implement the
XGB to the dense layer of deep learning models
to detect data exfiltration of APT accurately and
rapidly.

• To exclude chance and randomness, four promis-
ing Deep Neural Network (DNN) models and four
Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) are trained
using the newest dataset of Unraveled−2023
(Sowmya et al., 2023). Meanwhile, an optimal
EDeepXGB model is determined after a couple of
evaluation experiments.

• The performance of our proposed method is veri-
fied using the newest public dataset, which shows
that our EDeepXGB successfully promotes the
performance of detection Precision, Recall Score
and the F1-Score, compared to baselines (e.g.,
Naive Bayes, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
(QDA), Random Forest and AdaBoost).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, a brief introduction of related previous
works is drafted. The detection mechanisms we sum-
marized are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 de-
scribes the structure of our proposed method. The de-
tails of our experiments using the newest public real-
world dataset are shown in Section 5. Additionally,
the observation and the evaluation are depicted in this
Section. Lastly, The conclusion and the future work
are addressed in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS

A number of techniques are used to detect data exfil-
tration of APT attacks. (Zou et al., 2020) proposed
a ranking list of APT tactics in the framework of
APT tactics recognition through synthesizing analysis
and correlation of data from various sources. (Veena
and Brahmananda, 2022) built a destination host fil-
ter unit and a blacklist of host destinations to ana-
lyze the outbound connections which go to the same
destination from a huge amount of traffic. More-
over, in some works, machine learning models have
been implemented in APT threats detection (Sabir
et al., 2022; Zimba et al., 2020; Moghaddam and
Zincir-Heywood, 2020). With semi-supervised learn-
ing models, the work of (Zimba et al., 2020) proposed
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a framework to score the suspicious APT activities us-
ing an SNN-based clustering algorithm. (Ghafir et al.,
2018) mines relationships between activities and flag
sequences of suspicious events as they occur for oper-
ating system diagnosis using Bayesian network. And
(Mamun and Shi, 2021) proposed a heterogeneous
task tree base deep learning method to detect ma-
licious traces of APT. With the advantage of Auto-
Encoder based deep learning approach that is able to
identify complex relationships between features, (Ab-
dullayeva, 2021) uses Auto-Encoder neural network
with a softmax regression layer against APT attacks.

The detection rates of these works were relatively
high and attention was given to all stages (includ-
ing Reconnaissance, Initial Compromise, Estanblish
Foothold and Data Exfiltration) of APT detection.

By analyzing data exfiltration on the outbound
traffic of APT threats from a different angle, in the
work of (D’Agostino and Kul, 2021), the authors
focus on the situation after being attacked by APT
threats. They compared the post-APT attack reports
with sensitive database information to discover which
sensitive data has been stolen. Although, their exper-
iments are based on the fact that only APT attack ac-
tivities occurred in the network traffic when being at-
tacked.

Besides, for data exfiltration of APT, there are
a lot of works (Mengqi et al., 2022; Alenezi and
Ludwig, 2021; Zebin et al., 2022) focusing on the
Domain Name System over HTTPS (DoH) to pre-
vent APT attackers from storing information from the
domain names and the corresponding IP addresses
(zone file). In order to prevent data exfiltration from
DNS Text messages, those works classify and detect
DoH tunnelings by analyzing DNS queries and re-
sponses. However, in text classification, encrypted
DNS queries can hardly be detected.

Consequently, it can be noted that all these pre-
vious works did not discuss the data exfiltration of
APT attacks when data is transferred over C2 chan-
nels within transfer size limitation.

There are various strategies to establish and main-
tain C2 channels in APT attacks. For instance, APT1
(Mandiant, 2014) uses domain names to imitate the
usual naming of online advertising services or web-
sites (e.g., yahoodaily.com) to set up C2 servers.
Moreover, in the attack of Duqu (Eric et al., 2012),
the attacker uses intermediary servers as proxies to
improve the availability and stealth of C2 channels.
On the other hand, according to the report of (NSA
et al., 2021), there are plenty of attacks that will split
exfiltrated files into small chunks to avoid being de-
tected, for example, APT28 (NSA et al., 2021) can
split files under 1MB, and Kevin (Aseel Kayal, 2021)

can exfiltrate data in blocks of 27 characters to the C2
server.

Hence, it is meaningful and necessary to investi-
gate data exfiltration of APT from the perspective of
Exfiltration over C2 channel and Exfiltration transfer
size limitation.

3 DETECTION MECHANISMS

The gap from previous works leads us to the following
two questions:

Q1. How to detect data exfiltration of APT attacks
within normal traffic?

Q2. How to detect sensitive data exfiltration of
APT attacks if the leaked information is split into ex-
tremely small sizes in different victim systems?

In this paper, to answer these two questions, we
aim to investigate data exfiltration of APT from the
perspective of Exfiltration over C2 channel and Exfil-
tration transfer size limitation.

Generally, HTTP/HTTPS ports 80 and 443 are
typically employed for establishing C2 channels,
since in well-secured corporate environments or gov-
ernmental organizations, only these ports are per-
mitted for outgoing connections. And the commu-
nication transmitted through the HTTP/HTTPS port
can be identified as legitimate HTTP protocol or bi-
nary communication (Mengqi et al., 2022; Veena and
Brahmananda, 2022). Hence, to detect the exfiltrated
data, basic features (e.g., the destination IP/MAC ad-
dress, the source IP/MAC address, the Transport layer
port and the Transport layer protocol) are required.

However, to prevent being detected, attack-
ers would mimic legitimate user communication as
closely as possible. It means that: APT attackers
would encode the exfiltrated data into normal commu-
nications using the same transport layer ports and the
same transport protocol with fake domain names gen-
erators (e.g., Domain Generation Algorithm). More-
over, some APT attackers limit the exfiltrated data
transfer size to an extremely small chunk size to pre-
vent detection by the traffic monitor (NSA et al.,
2021; Aseel Kayal, 2021).

Thus, as well as the basic features (ports, protocol,
IP address, etc.) mentioned above, we summarized
two detection mechanisms to detect data exfiltration
over C2 channel and to detect data exfiltration with
exfiltration transfer size limitation.

3.1 Transfer Lifetime Volatility

The value of transfer lifetime (which we called PT Li)
focuses on the one-way lifetime of packets transfer at
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one traffic connection between a normal user host and
the destination (the suspect C2 server or the suspect
proxy) in a period of time [t f irst

i , t last
i ].

Exfiltration over C2 Channel
While exfiltrating the target data from the host server,
although in order to prevent being detected, the at-
tacker would try to keep the number of outflow pack-
ets per time unit as close to the average as possible,
the ambition makes the attacker try to complete the
exfiltration transfer as fast as possible at the same time
(Charan et al., 2021; Sabir et al., 2021). It means that
for the victim system, more packets are transmitted
out than in over a period of time.

Hence, as shown as Equation 1, with the num-
ber of the transferred packets between the host to the
destination Ni over time unit [t f irst

i , t last
i ], the trans-

fer lifetime volatility PT LI
i from the destination to the

host will be smaller than the transfer lifetime volatil-
ity PT LO

i from the host to the destination in the ith
communication channel (PT LI

i ≤ PT LO
i ).

PT Li =
Ni

t last
i − t f irst

i

(1)

Exfiltration Transfer Size Limitation
For the same size of sensitive data, with the limitation
of data transfer packets, the attacker needs to maintain
a relatively longer period of alive C2 channel to keep
exfiltrated data transferring compared to not limiting
transfer size over C2 channels. Meanwhile, much
longer time would be spent when the APT attacker
trying to transmit sensitive data with small chunk size
than normal users.

Hence, in the ith communication connection, with
the number of the transferred packets Ni(t̂) between
the host to the destination in a period of time [t f irst , t̂],
the transfer lifetime volatility PT LI

i from the destina-
tion to the host can be calculated as Equation 2. The
transfer lifetime volatility PT LI

i from the destination
to the host will be greater than the transfer lifetime
volatility PT LO

i which from the host to the destination
in the ith communication channel (PT LI

i ≥ PT LO
i ).

PT Li =
t last
i

∑
t̂=t f irst

i

Ni(t̂)

t̂− t f irst
i

(2)

3.2 Transfer Speed Volatility

The value of transfer speed (called PT Si) focuses
on the one-way packet transfer speed at one traffic
connection between the normal user host (the victim’s
system) and the destination (the suspect C2 server or
the proxy).

Exfiltration over C2 Channel
To prevent triggering the traffic monitor’s alarm, at-
tackers need to control the transfer speed. However,
the outbound transfer speed (from the host server to
the destination) will be greater than the inbound trans-
fer speed (from the destination to the host server), be-
cause of the ongoing transfer of exfiltrated data.

As Equation 3 shows, Bytei means the total trans-
fer size of packets between the host server and the
destination in one communication channel, while
bytei j means the transfer size of payload of the packet
j between the host server and the destination in ith
communication channel. With the Equation 4, the
transfer speed volatility PT SI

i from the destination
to the host will be smaller than the transfer lifetime
volatility PT SO

i which from the host to the destination
in the ith communication channel (PT SI

i ≤ PT SO
i ).

Bytei =
k

∑
j

bytei j (3)

(where k represents the kth packet of ith communica-
tion channel.)

PT Si =
Bytei

t last
i − t f irst

i

(4)

Exfiltration Transfer Size Limitation
To prevent triggering the traffic monitor’s alarm, at-
tackers need to extend the transfer time when setting
a limitation of data transfer packets. That means, the
total number of the transferred packets between the
host to the destination, and the lifetime (t last

i − t f irst
i )

between the host to the destination will increase while
the average transfer bytes AveBytei (shown as Equa-
tion 5) from the host to the destination will be de-
creased in the ith communication connection.

Thus, according to the Equation 6, the transfer
speed volatility PT SI

i from the destination to the host
will be greater than the transfer lifetime volatility
PT SO

i which from the host to the destination in the
ith communication channel (PT SI

i ≥ PT SO
i ).

AveBytei =
∑

k
j byte j

Ni
(5)

(where k represents the kth packet of ith communica-
tion channel.)

PT Si =
AveBytei

t last
i − t f irst

i

(6)
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4 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we aim to detect the data exfiltration
of APT attacks from two perspectives (Exfiltration
over C2 channel & Exfiltration transfer size limita-
tion) under the assumption that the APT attacker has
established a foothold in the victim system. Hence,
we proposed an ensemble deep learning tree based on
eXtreme Gradient Boosting (EDeepXGB) for data ex-
filtration detection analysis.

4.1 DL Models

In this paper, to exclude chance and random-
ness, we prepared four Deep Neural Networks
({DNN1−4}) and four Convolutional Neural Net-
works ({CNN1−4}) as the base Deep Learning (DL)
models for our EDeepXGB.

...

...

Input Layer

...

...

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝑥4 𝑥5 𝑥6 𝑥n

ℎ1 ℎ2

𝑜1 𝑜2 𝑜3 𝑜𝑚

ℎ3 ℎ4 ℎ𝑗

Hidden Layer

Output Layer𝑦1 ...𝑦2 𝑦t

(a) DNN.

Input Layer...

...

Output Layer𝑦1 ...

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝑥4 𝑥5 𝑥6 𝑥n

𝑜1 𝑜2 𝑜3 𝑜𝑚

𝑦2 𝑦t

Convolution 

Pooling

Fully Connected

Hidden Layer

(b) CNN.
Figure 2: Model Structure of Deep Learning Networks.

4.1.1 DNN

Figure (a) of Figure 2 shows the structure of the Deep
Neural Network (DNN). As Equation 7 shows, with
n input nodes, the output result y j of the node j is
able to be calculated by the input Xi, synaptic weights
(Wji) between two neural layers and the bias (θ j) of
hidden layers or the output layer.

y j = f (
n

∑
i=1

Wj iXi +θ j) (7)

4.1.2 CNN

Figure (b) of Figure 2 shows the structure of the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). While there is
some N ∗N square neuron layer which is followed by
the convolutional layer (as shown in Equation 9), if an
n∗n filter ω is used, at unit l, the convolutional layer
output yl

i j will be of size (N−n+1)∗ (N−n+1). xl
i j

is the pre-nonlinearity input in the layer, which means
the contributions (weighted by the filter components)
from the previous layer cells. As Equation 10 shows,
Y l

i j is the output of Max-Pooling, which is to reduce
the spatial dimensions of the convolutional layer out-
put yl

i j (e.g., width and height).

Convolutional Layers:

xl
i j =

n−1

∑
a=0

n−1

∑
b=0

ωabyl−1
(i+a)( j+b) (8)

yl
i j = f (∑Wxl

i j +θ) (9)
Max-Pooling:

Y l
i j = max(yl

i j) (10)

4.2 EDeepXGB

In our EDeepXGB, using the prepared eight DL mod-
els as deep learning feature extractors, the prediction
results will be obtained by using the trees of XGB to
predict those extracted features. The node distribution
of each EDeepXGB model is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Distribution of EDeepXGB.

Models Layer Structure

EDeepXGB−DNN1 (In.-32)1-XGB
EDeepXGB−DNN2 (In.-128-64)-XGB
EDeepXGB−DNN3 (In.-64-32)-XGB
EDeepXGB−DNN4 (In.-128-256-64)-XGB

EDeepXGB−CNN1 (In.-64-30)-XGB
EDeepXGB−CNN2 (In.-64-64-256)-XGB
EDeepXGB−CNN3 (In.-64-128-30)-XGB
EDeepXGB−CNN4 (In.-64-128-128-30)-XGB
Input-Dense layer distribution of DL models.

4.2.1 Prediction Drive Force

In this paper, all of our experiments are multi-class
classification problems. Therefore, for base DL mod-
els, as shown in Figure 2, to predict t classes in
the case of (N, n) input x, outputs of hidden layers
(o1,o2, ...,om) need a prediction drive force (usually
using an activation function as the prediction drive
force) to do class prediction (y1,y2, ...,yt ).

Generally, the SOFTMAX function σ (shown as
Equation 11) is an activation function for an output
layer of neural networks in multi-class classification
problems. It normalizes a numerical vector~o to a vec-
tor of probability distributions with individual proba-
bilities summing to 1.

σ(~o)i =
eoi

∑
K
j=1 eo j

, (11)

(where~o means the input vector, and K represents the
number of classes in the multi-class classifier.)

However, works of (Thongsuwan et al., 2021; Ma-
mun and Shi, 2021) inspired us to use a tree struc-
ture in the feature classification layer to overcome the
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overfitting problem. Thus, in this paper, we use XGB
as a prediction drive force of our DL models to predict
data exfiltration of APT attacks more accurately.

As a supervised learning model, the prediction of
XGB is given as function (12) (Chen and Guestrin,
2016). For each input data yi, XGB will assign a
prediction numerical score. Hence, the classification
problem of each input yi becomes a ’yes’ and ’no’
problem (Xianrui and Joan, 2020). Hence, the output
layer of our EDeepXGB is implemented as Figure 3.

ŷi =
n

∑
j=1

f j(xi) (12)

(where n is the number of trees, f is the function space
of the set of possible classification trees)

...
Results of Output Layer

𝑦1 ...𝑜1 𝑜2 𝑜3 𝑜𝑚

Outputs of Hidden Layer

𝑦2 𝑦3 𝑦t

XGB Classification

LeafsInput

Figure 3: Class Prediction of EDeepXGB using XGB as a
Prediction Drive Force.

5 EXPERIMENT

To demonstrate that the data exfiltration of APT at-
tacks can be detected from perspectives of Exfil-
tration over C2 channel and Exfiltration transfer
size limitation, we integrated our summarized detec-
tion mechanisms (Transfer Lifetime Volatility: PT L,
Transfer Speed Volatility: PT S) into the EDeep-
XGB, using the selected samples of Unraveled−2023
dataset (Sowmya et al., 2023). Additionally, the entire
Unraveled−2023 real-world dataset was used to eval-
uate the performance of our EDeepXGB. The over-
all performance of EDeepXGB will be discussed in
comparison with four baseline models (e.g., Naive
Bayes, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), Ran-
dom Forest and AdaBoost) (Kostas, 2018).

5.1 Dataset

In order to delve into the characteristic of data
exfiltration, the newest public real-world dataset (
Unraveled−2023) are utilized with two reasons that
(i): traffic flows are captured from nineteen user hosts
and there are eight attackers set in Unraveled−2023
dataset; (ii): the questions we investigated can be re-
flected in scenarios of the APT groups (APT28, Drag-
onFly, Bronze Butler and Sandworm Team) excused
in this dataset, especially APT28 which split files into

small chunk sizes and exfiltrates them through C2
channels (NSA et al., 2021).

As shown in Table 2, there are 7522 examples
of data exfiltration in the Unraveled−2023 dataset.
Among the Unraveled−2023 dataset, there is an at-
tack implementation timeline where the data exfiltra-
tion of the APT occurs in weeks 5 and 6. There-
fore, we only selected 7374 samples (including Inter-
net traffic flows with suspected data exfiltration under
the assumption that APT attackers have established a
foothold in the victim system ) from these two weeks
(week 5 & 6), shown as Figure 4.

Table 2: Experiment Datasets.

Dataset APT Life-Cycle Training Testing

Unraveled-
2023
(Week 5&6)

NormalTraffic 1454574 969837
LateralMovement 16435 10806
EstablishFoothold 16249 10862
DataExfiltration 4499 3023
Coverup 229 133

44
6

Exfiltration Over C2 Channel Data Transfer Size Limitation

6988

Unraveled-2023

Figure 4: Exfiltration Data Distribution of Experiment Data.

5.2 Evaluation of Detection
Mechanisms

Before detecting data exfiltration by APT from
the perspective of Exfiltration over C2 channel
(DEx f il−C2 ) and Exfiltration transfer size limita-
tion (DEx f il− Size) with PT L and PT S, it is neces-
sary to investigate whether the detection mechanism
we summarized is able to detect data exfiltration or
not. For this reason, we selected samples from the
Unraveled−2023 dataset into a training set (Establish
Foothold: 16278, DEx f il−C2: 4125, DEx f il−Size:
265) and a testing set (Establish-Foothold: 10662,
DEx f il−C2: 2787, DEx f il− Size: 181). Under the
assumption that the APT attacker has established a
foothold in the victim system, evaluation experiments
based on EDeepXGB are implemented.

The classification reports of experiments’ results
are shown as Figure 5 and Figure 6 (E − f oothold
represents Establish Foothold).

It can be noticed that with eight different DL mod-
els (DNN1−4, CNN1−4), our detection mechanisms
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Figure 5: Classification Report Based on DNN1−4.
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Figure 6: Classification Report Based on CNN1−4.

can successfully help to detect data exfiltration from
the perspective of Exfiltration over C2 channel and
Exfiltration transfer size limitation. Moreover, the
overall performance (Precision, Recall, and F1-Score)
in detecting DEx f il−C2 and DEx f il− Size can be
improved by EDeepXGB compared to the perfor-
mance of their base DL models (DNN1−4, CNN1−4).

In addition, we can see that the F1-Score of
E − f oothold is almost keeping on 88% both
base DL models (BaseDNN1−4, BaseCNN1−4)
and EDeepXGB models (EDeepXGB −
DNN1−4, EDeepXGB − CNN1−4). It means
that there is nearly no negative affection on the
detection of the other APT steps (except for the step
of Data Exfiltration) using our detection mechanisms.

Therefore, it can be said that the detection mecha-
nism we summarized is able to detect data exfiltration.

5.3 Evaluation of Overall Performance

After confirming the feasibility of detecting data ex-
filtration of APT attacks from two perspectives (Ex-
filtration over C2 channel (DEx f il−C2 ) and Exfil-
tration transfer size limitation (DEx f il−Size)) based
on EDeepXGB, we executed a couple of experiments
on the whole Unraveled−2023 testing dataset (which
be processed by (Sowmya et al., 2023)) to ensure the
performance of our proposed method. In addition,
to evaluate the overall performance of our EDeep-
XGB, we also implement four basic machine learn-

ing models (Naive Bayes, QDA, Random Forest, and
AdaBoost) as a baseline for comparison.

5.3.1 Results of EDeepXGB

With the detection mechanisms (PT L, PT S) we sum-
marized in Section 3, by testing in the whole test-
ing dataset of Unraveled−2023, Figure 7 shows the
True Negative (TN) results, True Positive (TP) results,
False Negative (FN) results and False Positive (FP)
results of data exfiltration detection.
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Figure 7: Confusion Matrix of Data Exfiltration Detection.

It can be observed that, with the exception of
EDeepXGB−DNN4 and EDeepXGB−CNN3, the
other EDeepXGB models predicted data exfiltration
more accurately than their corresponding base DL
models. In particular, EDeepXGB − DNN1 con-
tributed to an increase in the prediction sample by
1907. This implies that EDeepXGB− DNN4 and
EDeepXGB−CNN3 did not perform well in predict-
ing data exfiltration samples for the Unraveled−2023
dataset with the current tree structure. The underlying
reason for this could be an overfitting issue, or that
the models EDeepXGB−DNN4 and EDeepXGB−
CNN3 are not effectively learning from the unbal-
anced training data provided.

Moreover, although the base CNN4 is not sensitive
to our test data exfiltration samples (TP-(Base CNN4)
= 0), it becomes capable of detecting data exfiltration
after being incorporated with our proposed method
(TP-(EDeepXGB−CNN4) = 69).

On the other hand, with the whole dataset of
Unraveled−2023, the performance results of EDeep-
XGB based on DL models (DNN1−4, CNN1−4) are
shown in Table 3 and Table 4. It can be observed that
the data exfiltration detection ability of EDeepXGB−
CNN4 is weakest compared to all other seven en-
semble deep learning models, with a Precision of
29%, Recall of 2%, F1-Score of 4%. This defi-
ciency may attributed to a severe overfitting problem
in EDeepXGB−CNN4, causing its neuronal struc-
ture to become overly tailored to the provided training
data.
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Table 3: Classification Report of EDeepXGB Based DNN.

Precision Recall F1-Score

EDeepXGB−DNN1
Benign 1.00 1.00 1.00

Data Exfiltration 0.96 0.91 0.94
Establish Foothold 0.98 1.00 0.99
Lateral Movement 0.93 0.96 0.95

Cover up 0.74 0.19 0.30
EDeepXGB−DNN2

Benign 1.00 1.00 1.00
Data Exfiltration 0.99 0.93 0.96

Establish Foothold 0.98 1.00 0.99
Lateral Movement 0.96 0.99 0.98

Cover up 0.53 0.42 0.47
EDeepXGB−DNN3

Benign 1.00 1.00 1.00
Data Exfiltration 0.87 0.96 0.91

Establish Foothold 0.99 0.96 0.98
Lateral Movement 0.96 0.99 0.98

Cover up 0.78 0.75 0.76
EDeepXGB−DNN4

Benign 1.00 1.00 1.00
Data Exfiltration 1.00 0.91 0.95

Establish Foothold 0.98 1.00 0.99
Lateral Movement 0.95 0.99 0.97

Cover up 0.67 0.90 0.77

5.3.2 Results of Baseline Models

In order to confirm the overall performance of our
proposed method, we implemented Naive Bayes,
QDA, Random Forest, and AdaBoost as our overall
performance baseline models. The results of those
baselines are shown in Figure 8. All four baseline
models can detect APT attacks well (with 97.39% av-
erage accuracy). However, the detection ability (Pre-
cision, Recall and F1-Score) of baselines are all under
40%.
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Figure 8: Overall Performance of Baseline Models.

Table 4: Classification Report of EDeepXGB Based CNN.

Precision Recall F1-Score

EDeepXGB−CNN1
Benign 1.00 1.00 1.00

Data Exfiltration 1.00 0.95 0.97
Establish Foothold 0.98 1.00 0.99
Lateral Movement 0.99 0.96 0.98

Cover up 0.28 0.32 0.30
EDeepXGB−CNN2

Benign 1.00 1.00 1.00
Data Exfiltration 0.99 0.75 0.85

Establish Foothold 0.97 1.00 0.98
Lateral Movement 0.98 0.96 0.97

Cover up 0.45 0.21 0.29
EDeepXGB−CNN3

Benign 1.00 1.00 1.00
Data Exfiltration 0.99 0.53 0.70

Establish Foothold 0.97 1.00 0.99
Lateral Movement 1.00 0.96 0.98

Cover up 0.05 0.46 0.09
EDeepXGB−CNN4

Benign 0.99 1.00 1.00
Data Exfiltration 0.29 0.02 0.04

Establish Foothold 0.76 1.00 0.86
Lateral Movement 0.23 0.01 0.01

Cover up 0.00 0.03 0.00

5.4 Discussion

From the results we obtained, we can answer those
two questions: Q1. How to detect data exfiltration
of APT attacks within normal traffic? Q2. How to
detect sensitive data exfiltration of APT attacks if the
leaked information is split into extremely small sizes
in different victim systems?

Since the APT attacker must keep the C2 chan-
nel alive to receive exfiltrated sensitive data and bal-
ance the transfer time and the size of the exfiltrated
data transfer at the same time, those questions be-
come to detecting data exfiltration over C2 channel
and detecting exfiltrated data being transfer size lim-
ited. Hence, with the discussion of detection mech-
anisms (PT L, PT S) in Section 3 and the evaluation
results of Section 5.2, it can be said that our pro-
posed method can detect data exfiltration of APT suc-
cessfully from the perspective of Exfiltration over C2
channel and Exfiltration transfer size limitation.

Meanwhile, the performance in Section 5.3.1
shows that in a larger sample space (the whole
Unraveled−2023 dataset), our EDeepXGB is still
strong in detecting data exfiltration of APT attacks.

Otherwise, for the evaluation of overall perfor-
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mance, by supporting the newest public real-world
dataset (Unraveled−2023), the comparison results be-
tween EDeepXGB and their base DL models are
shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Moreover, comparison
results between EDeepXGB and our baseline models
are all shown in Figure 9.

From these comparative results in Table 3 and Ta-
ble 4, we can note that although not all of EDeep-
XGB’s classification accuracies are better than that
of their base DL models, the overall detection abili-
ties (Precision, Recall, and F1-Score) of EDeepXGB
are stronger than the base models. It means that
our ensemble deep learning tree helps the model to
predict data exfiltration more precisely. Meanwhile,
compared to baseline models (shown in Figure 9),
the overall performance of our EDeepXGB is signifi-
cantly better than that of the baselines.
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Figure 9: Comparison with Baseline Models.

As Figure 9 shows, in the Unraveled−2023
dataset, the overall performance of EDeepXGB−
DNN4 is optimal (Precision: 92.04%, Recall:
96.01%, F1-Score: 93.63%).

However, from the discussion of confusion matri-
ces (Section 5.3.1), it is known that EDeepXGB−
DNN4 can not predict well for the data exfiltration
samples in the current deep learning tree structure.
Hence, by considering the ability and the robust-
ness of detecting data exfiltration of APT attacks and
the overall performance results, for the data exfil-
tration detection problems, the optimal EDeepXGB
we implemented is EDeepXGB−DNN3 (Accuracy:
99.98%, Precision: 91.89%, Recall: 93.19%, F1-
Score: 92.49%).

6 CONCLUSIONS

To fill the gap of little attention being paid to detecting
sensitive data exfiltration after an APT attack has es-
tablished a foothold on victim systems, and to detect
data exfiltration of APT attacks within normal traffic
if the exposed information is converted into extremely

small sizes in different victim systems, in this paper,
we verified that data exfiltration detection problems
of APT attack can be analyzed from two perspectives:
Exfiltration over C2 channel and Exfiltration transfer
size limitation.

Compared to base deep learning models (four
different Deep Neural Networks and four Convolu-
tional Neural Networks) and basic machine learning
models (Naive Bayes, Quadratic Discriminant Anal-
ysis, Random Forest and AdaBoost), with the detec-
tion mechanisms we summarized (Transfer Lifetime
Volatility and Transfer Speed Volatility), the ensem-
ble deep learning tree based on eXtreme Gradient
Boosting (EDeepXGB) we proposed can detect the
data exfiltration of APT attacks in high overall perfor-
mance. Meanwhile, with all EDeepXGB based eight
DL models, the optimal ensemble deep learning tree
we implemented can obtain an overall performance
of (Accuracy: 99.98%, Precision: 91.89%, Recall:
93.19%, F1-Score: 92.49%).

Since the data exfiltration detection samples are
very small compared to other attack data in public
datasets, our next step will be to expose our proposed
method to a real-world APT attack environment to
test the detection performance. Moreover, our pro-
posed deep learning architecture requires more opti-
mization experiments to find the best implementation.
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